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Communication scientists have made rapid advances in the computer-assisted analysis of large quantities of media data, but research has focused on monolingual corpora and most often on English-language text. This study works toward the application of computer-assisted analysis in the framework of multilingual media content. Taking the measurement of migration frames in the news coverage in 7 languages as a case study, it systematically compares different strategies (i.e., keyword preselection, translation, evaluation) for the construction of a multilingual dictionary. Classification results are contrasted to each other and to results of English monolingual dictionaries that are applied to the translated text corpus version. Even though we do not yet achieve perfect agreement between manual coding and dictionary classification decisions, with the strategies compared here, we outline methodological techniques that may bring researchers closer to this goal.
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With the increasing use of computer-assisted content analysis methods, dictionaries have become a decisive tool for concept measurement in digital texts. As a toolkit, a dictionary is a set of words or word-based indicators that is used to search texts (Neuendorf, 2002). Researchers have several options when selecting the best performing, most valid, or most appropriate dictionary to implement their measurement task. They apply open-source or commercially available dictionaries and modify and adjust these dictionaries to meet
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their own needs. When researchers are interested in concepts that go beyond those that can be measured with available dictionaries, they must construct new, customized dictionaries (Grimmer & Stewart, 2013; Loughran & McDonald, 2011), applying deductive or inductive approaches, or a mix of both. The necessity of this task becomes particularly clear when analyzing a multilingual text corpus. Dictionaries in languages other than English are rare (Boumans & Trilling, 2016; Pang & Lee, 2008), and finding dictionaries that match specific research interests in other languages, which are also validly comparable across languages, is close to impossible.

Most of the literature on computer-assisted content analysis has dealt with English-language texts (Pang & Lee, 2008). This is not due to a lack of comparative research questions, which would, in fact, greatly benefit from analyses drawing on multilingual dictionaries. There are manifold reasons for the delayed attention to languages other than English and for the lack of simultaneous work with multiple languages. Among these reasons are the tremendous effort needed to build the necessary resources for "only" one language (Laver, Benoit, & Garry, 2003; Young & Soroka, 2012); the arguable dominance of English as the language of science (Ammon, 2001); the scarcity of multilingual resources and text-processing tools that assist text analysis; the high costs for hiring professional translators; and the immaturity of (affordable) machine translation technology.

At present, many of these factors are becoming less of an obstacle. For example, multilingual text corpora, multilingual text analysis resources (e.g., dictionaries, annotated corpora), as well as other helpful tools such as parallel corpora or multilingual thesauri are becoming increasingly available. As a consequence, work on “analysis strategies,” which look at how to ideally use and combine resources and tools for multilingual dictionary construction, has become an active research field, and the first social science research teams constructed and applied dictionaries for multilingual text analysis (e.g., Baden & Stalpouskaya, 2015; Benoit, Schwarz, & Traber, 2012). Currently missing, however, is a systematic review and empirical comparison of different multilingual dictionary construction strategies and analysis approaches.

With a substantial interest in news media framing of human migration in seven European countries (Spain, UK, Germany, Sweden, Poland, Hungary, and Romania), this contribution therefore presents and systematically compares strategies for the construction of a multilingual dictionary. We here focus on keywords, which are the building units of a dictionary in its most basic form (Boumans & Trilling, 2016), and on three related central construction steps: keyword preselection (i.e., identification of potentially relevant keywords); keyword translation (an intermediate step where keywords available in one language are translated into another language); and keyword evaluation (i.e., reassessing the appropriateness of these keywords and their usefulness for the final keyword selection). The primary goal of this study is not to create the best performing dictionaries in each of the studied languages—although, as a side effect, of course, this is desirable—and thus to refine each dictionary to the limit. Rather, the goal is to evaluate the different intermediate steps and decisions that can be taken when constructing a multilingual dictionary.

**Text Analysis With Dictionaries**

Researchers using a dictionary in the analysis of a text corpus employ a top-down approach. The corpus (consisting of documents, text entities such as news articles, social media postings, or mere sentences)
is searched with the help of a predefined list of keywords, which may be words/word stems and phrases that represent the concept(s) of interest. The analysis strategy assumes that these dictionary keywords reflect the respective target concepts. Keyword counts (i.e., the frequency of keywords per text) and also, potentially, co-occurrences of keywords offer a reliable analysis of the occurrence of a given concept in a given text.

The construction of a new dictionary is relatively straightforward for clearly defined target concepts such as the occurrence of a specific actor in the news. For this purpose, a dictionary could simply include variations of that person's name or (in combination with) their position or the association they represent. However, this simple strategy reaches its limit quickly in the construction of a dictionary for less clear-cut concepts, such as frames, topics, or sentiment. The level of difficulty of the two abovementioned central construction steps, keyword preselection and keyword evaluation, increases considerably. In these cases, construction usually requires the preselection of more keywords to cover as much of the full concept as possible. More keywords, however, increases the danger of preselecting keywords that might represent not only one concept but two, or many more. For this reason, keyword evaluation is of particular importance here.

The advantages, challenges, and limitations of computer-assisted content analysis methods for social sciences, especially in contrast to manual content analysis, have been comprehensively discussed elsewhere (e.g., Boumans & Trilling, 2016; Grimmer & Stewart, 2013; Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 2014; Young & Soroka, 2012). The main benefits of text analysis using a dictionary approach are the perfect reliability of the procedure and the capability to process large quantities of text. The main challenge is validity—that is, whether researchers are actually measuring the concepts in which they are interested. “Bag-of-words” text analysis approaches, such as the dictionary approach, process individual words regardless of order and context, and as a consequence wrongly assume “semantic independence” (Young & Soroka, 2012, p. 209). It is clear that computer-assisted methods that classify and process text are not equivalent to manual coding or human understanding of text. As Grimmer and Stewart (2013) note, “all quantitative models of language are wrong, but some are useful” (p. 269).

Overall, the construction of good-quality dictionaries has been described as “very difficult” (Young & Soroka, 2012, p. 208) and an “extensive effort” (Laver et al., 2003, p. 312) that requires time, money, and strong collaboration with human coders. Both keyword preselection and keyword evaluation are strongly impaired by one’s “subjective conception” and “limited domain knowledge” (Burscher, Odijk, Vliegenthart, De Rijke, & De Vreese, 2014, p. 192). These outlined challenges and difficulties increase exponentially when going beyond the construction of monolingual dictionaries. Both the naturally limited language ability and domain knowledge of multiple national contexts, for instance, make it much more challenging to preselect and evaluate keywords. Strategies that may at least partly tackle these issues will become clearer within the next section, where we elaborate more on the particularities of multilingual dictionaries and outline the steps for constructing a multilingual dictionary.

**Multilingual Dictionaries**

A multilingual dictionary aims to hold keywords in different languages to provide valid measurement of the same concept. How similar the language-specific keyword lists should be to each other depends on the goal of the analysis.
In a noncomparative framework, a keyword list in one language often supports the creation of a keyword list in another language, as long as the studied concept is not understood diametrically differently in the different cultural contexts. This new and translated keyword list is subsequently adapted to the respective context. Ultimately, the two keyword lists can be detached from each other and used separately in the different (country) contexts. To date, this has been the predominant direction of development and usage of multilingual keyword lists in the social sciences (e.g., Duval & Pétry, 2016; Rauh, 2018; Sevenans, Albaugh, Shahaf, Soroka, & Walgrave, 2014). Although this approach can lead to the best possible measurement instruments (i.e., concept representation) for the one new context, the applications for comparative research are often limited.

In a comparative framework, the aim is usually to identify cross-country similarities and differences regarding one and the same concept. For this purpose, a multilingual dictionary includes several language-specific keyword lists that take context (i.e., country/region) into account, and at the same time validly map comparable concepts that comparatively describe the system-specific discourses. Here, in contrast to the noncomparative framework, it is crucial to search for ways to model new subconcepts (e.g., aspects of the topic to be measured) found during the refinement of the instrument in one context to the other examined contexts. Such endeavors—although highly beneficial for studying cross-national media discourses on diverse cross-national topics such as climate change, migration, or European integration—are still scarce. An exception is the INFOCORE project (Baden & Stalpouskaya, 2015), where the research group used a multistep mixed-methods strategy to construct concept keyword lists in nine languages. First, native speakers constructed language-specific lists with relevant concepts and related keywords based on their work with monolingual text samples. Concepts, and later keywords, were then compared, integrated, and revised across languages. Cross-checking across languages, thesauri, and word frequency analysis, as well as disambiguation strategies, further assisted to homogenize and improve the keyword lists. This approach included many feedback loops and a strong collaboration with native speakers. In what follows, we outline the basic steps needed to construct such a dictionary.

**Steps for Multilingual Dictionary Construction**

The first obvious task for the construction of a multilingual dictionary is defining the target concept. After specifying what the dictionary should actually measure, the subsequent steps include the preselection of dictionary keywords, their translation (if necessary) and evaluation, and, finally, the assessment of the overall dictionary performance. All these steps are performed in an iterative manner (i.e., insufficient keyword evaluation results and dictionary performance assessment may demand further specification of keywords, which in turn would have to be evaluated again) until the overall dictionary performance assessment yields satisfactory results.

**Keyword Preselection**

When it comes to the selection of keywords, researchers may choose among different techniques. For monolingual dictionary construction, social scientists have applied several strategies, including extracting seemingly relevant sentences, words, and phrases from text corpus samples (e.g., Vliegenthart & Roggeband, 2007); combining available dictionaries (e.g., Young & Soroka, 2012); consultation with human experts (e.g.,
Bengston & Xu, 1995); and making use of the “wisdom of the crowd” through crowd coding (e.g., Haselmayer & Jenny, 2017). Researchers also make use of available resources in other languages. They start off with a monolingual, mostly English-language template that is first translated word-by-word into the target language, and then enriched by working with various language-specific tools. Duval and Pétry (2016), for example, selected this strategy for their creation of the French Lexicoder Sentiment Dictionary. After a manual translation of the source dictionary, the English Lexicoder Sentiment Dictionary, they applied stemming, eliminated duplicates, added synonyms, and worked with Key Word in Context, as well as stop-word lists (Duval & Pétry, 2016). The Dutch-language Lexicoder Topic Dictionary was constructed following a similar approach, but for topics (Sevenans et al., 2014).

An alternative automated approach to creating a dictionary that fully emerges from the text corpus alone is based on principle component analysis or topic modeling (see Greussing & Boomgaarden, 2017; Heidenreich, Lind, Eberl, & Boomgaarden, forthcoming). Similarly, Lawlor and Tolley (2017) searched in their text corpus for the most frequently used words and phrases, then applied hierarchical clustering and examined whether terms that clustered together formed a logical frame. These terms were then used as keywords to construct English-language dictionaries for the automated measurement of frames.

**Translation**

Translation is the central preprocessing step for multilingual text analysis. Both human translation and machine translation have played a major role in multilingual dictionary construction. Machine translation technology, evolving from phrase-based to neural machine translation models, has matured significantly in the past decade. Although it may not outperform manual translation, machine translation can complement work with multilingual text in meaningful ways (e.g., Balahur & Turchi, 2014). Studies comparing machine translation software (e.g., Hampshire & Salvia, 2010) recommended Google Translate for the machine translation of dictionaries and text corpora. Given optimization through automated translation procedures, it is an open question as to how beneficial the often costly (both in terms of time and financial resources) collaboration with native speakers still is.

**Keyword Evaluation**

Individual keywords are selected and evaluated based on their ability to, first, represent the target concept and, second, to match the vocabulary of the target text corpus. Related to these evaluation objectives is the dilemma of generalizability versus domain-specific knowledge discovery (demonstrated in Loughran & McDonald, 2011). Should the dictionary aim at measuring the concept in wide applications, or rather be customized for application to one specific text corpus? Although an answer to this question depends on the intended purpose and target concept, researchers should adapt dictionary keywords to the text domain to obtain meaningful results. The domain refers to the text type (e.g., language in legislative texts differs from news texts), and in a multilingual framework it also refers to the respective language- and

---

2 Machine translation quality is different for each language pair (e.g., English ↔ Spanish) and each individual text, and depends on the direction of translation and the chosen machine translation technology, and will thus change with further improvement of these technologies (Koehn, 2009).
country-specific context. Different languages have a different diversity of words to express the same or similar meanings (i.e., the richness of a language). Languages also differ in terms of their morphologic complexity. For example, Hungarian, a Finno-Ugric language, is a highly inflective and agglutinative language, which requires special efforts (Pajzs et al., 2014), such as the application of customized preprocessing tools (e.g., lemmatizing).

In a comparative framework, keywords are ideally also assessed in terms of their consideration of country-specific contexts. Designed for the measurement of topics or frames from a comparative perspective across countries, a multilingual dictionary is ideally evaluated by its ability to, first, account for the individual national discourses and, second, to include elements that are part of a supranational discourse (i.e., general components likely to occur in any national context).

With this study, we want to focus on a keyword evaluation strategy technique that does not require the support of native speakers, which is, given the just-outlined evaluation aspect, the preferable, but often not available, option.

Assessment of Overall Dictionary Performance

There are different techniques and criteria to consider for the evaluation of the validity of a multilingual dictionary. A frequently applied technique to assess the empirical validity of a dictionary is to compare dictionary-coding decisions to manual coding decisions (e.g., Young & Soroka, 2012). This technique contrasts the final output of different coding processes (dictionary vs. manual coding) and the application of different dictionaries and quantifies their performance. Like conducting an intercoder reliability test for manual coders, one would compare the manual with the dictionary-based coding decisions, using Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2004), for example, or recall, precision and F-score measures (see Sokolova & Lapalme, 2009). Applied to the text classification task examined here, recall is a measure of the conditional probability that a text is retrieved through the application of the dictionary, given that it is relevant (i.e., manually coded as such). Precision is a measure of the conditional probability that an article will be relevant (i.e., manually coded as such), given that it is retrieved by the dictionary. An F1 score is defined as the harmonic mean of recall and precision (i.e., how precise as well as how robust the applied research instrument is). All three types of measures range from zero to one (best value). Manual human coders’ classification decisions, are, after all, still referred to as the “most reasonable benchmark” (Rauh, 2018, p. 7), acknowledging the obvious differences between machines and humans in text-processing approaches. If reliability (agreement between dictionary and manual coding decisions) is high, then dictionaries are considered to provide an empirically valid measurement of concept.

Following this review of recent dictionary construction projects and central construction steps, one can conclude that the applied strategies are manifold and versatile. Indeed, the field lacks a systematic comparison of different strategies, especially regarding the steps of multilingual dictionary construction. We thus propose the following first research question.

\[ F_1 = \frac{2 \times \text{Recall} \times \text{Precision}}{\text{Recall} + \text{Precision}} \]
RQ1: How do different strategies for keyword selection, keyword translation, and keyword evaluation contribute to the construction of high-quality multilingual dictionaries?

Analyzing a Multilingual Text Corpus: Two Approaches

Taking a step back, when social scientists decide to analyze a multilingual text corpus using an automated dictionary-based search, the application of a multilingual dictionary is just one possible methodological approach (Approach A). An alternative is the translation of the multilingual text corpus into the target language and the application of a dictionary in this language (Approach B).

Regarding Approach A, the construction of a multilingual dictionary has received the most attention, which was extensively discussed in the two previous sections. A different approach to analyzing the content of a multilingual text corpus (Approach B) is to first translate the entire corpus into one language and then apply tools designed for a single language. Lucas and colleagues (2015), for example, translated a Chinese–Arabic document–term matrix into English and applied structural topic modeling (Roberts, Stewart, & Airoldi, 2016), a topic model that can control for the original language. Working with a dictionary using this approach fully relies on monolingual, mostly English dictionaries, which are either adapted and refined or—in a “minimalist” approach—applied as they are. Benoit and associates (2012) used this method in their analysis of policy positions in legislative speeches (originally German, French, and Italian) in Switzerland.

Returning to our case study of migration news coverage, it is likely that Approach B misses out on important context-specific keywords. However, it is also an open question as to how important such context-specific keywords (e.g., “mojados” in Mexico; “boat people” in Spain) are in a comparative analysis compared with non-context-specific keywords (e.g., “refugee” or “migrant”). The great advantage of Approach B is that it bypasses the labor-intensive effort of selecting keywords for multiple languages (Approach A). But at what price?

Researchers usually decide in favor of one of the two approaches, preventing comparison between the two. In fact, at this point, we do not know how well either approach performs in direct comparison. We thus ask the following:

RQ2: How favorable is the construction of a multilingual dictionary in contrast to the translation of the target corpus to English and the subsequent application of an English-language dictionary?

Method

This study systematically evaluated the different steps in multilingual dictionary construction (RQ1) and compares Approach A (the application of a multilingual dictionary) with Approach B (the translation of the multilingual text corpus into a specific target language; RQ2). More precisely, we examined how strategies and approaches relate to dictionary performance (recall, precision, and F1 score), modeled as the dependent variable in subsequent analyses. To this end, we systematically created multiple keyword lists that differ in terms of the chosen preselection strategy, keyword translation, and keyword evaluation. The dictionary performance of each list was evaluated by contrasting it with human coding decisions.
The research questions were examined based on news coverage on migration. We thus worked toward the design of dictionaries for the measurement of four different migration frames in a multilingual news article text corpus. Studying media coverage on migration with computer-assisted methods, we understand frames as topics formed through reoccurring patterns of specific words that help us to categorize documents (Jacobi, van Atteveldt, & Welbers, 2016). Media frames on migration have been examined—mainly using manual content analysis—in numerous national contexts. Frames relating to economic and budgetary, labor market, welfare, and security concerns have been identified as the most relevant in relation to migration coverage (Eberl et al., 2018) and were thus the focus of this project.

The multilingual text corpus consists of migration-related print and online news articles published between January 2000 and December 2017 in seven different countries and languages. The languages belong to different language families and subfamilies, namely the Uralic (i.e., Hungarian = HU) and Indo-European language family, with the main subfamilies being Germanic languages (i.e., English = EN, German = DE, Swedish = SV), Romance languages (i.e., Spanish = ES, Romanian = RO), and Slavic languages (i.e., Polish = PL).

Article Subset for this Study

We randomly drew 1,000 articles from each of the seven text corpora. Native speakers decided first if an article dealt with migration (i.e., determined relevant). This was the case for the overall majority (UK: \(n = 977\); ES: \(n = 996\); DE: \(n = 950\); SV: \(n = 925\); PL: \(n = 978\); HU: \(n = 932\); RO: \(n = 932\)). To harmonize the size of the corpora, we further worked with 925 (randomly selected) news articles per corpus. In preparation for the analysis of RQ2, we machine translated the non-English article subsample (\(n = 925\) articles per language) into English, article by article, using the Google Translate API as well as the R package GoogleLanguageR.

Manual Article Classification

For their later use as a benchmark, a total of 6,475 articles (925 articles per coder) were then manually classified by the same seven native speakers. They manually evaluated the presence of each frame based on frame-specific coding instructions (see the codebook in Table A2 of the Online Appendix at https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2dfe83f8dd43e08bf2b0da4bc901fe). Intercoder reliability was

---

4 For example, the UK (Caviedes, 2015) and Hungary (Vicsek, Keszi, & Márikus, 2008).
5 Details about the seven corpora are available in Table A1 of the Online Appendix on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2dfe83f8dd43e08bf2b0da4bc901fe). Together they make up a large-scale multilingual corpus of about \(N = 1.5\) million news articles that deal with migration.
6 As 925 was the lowest common denominator of relevant classified articles per corpus.
7 For better results, the translation of full documents is still to be preferred over document-term matrix translation (Reber, 2018).
assessed and deemed satisfactory.\textsuperscript{8} Table 1 shows the relative frequencies for manual classification per corpus and per frame.

It is important to note that the manual coding decisions counted for and were thus connected to both the original-language and machine-translated versions of an article.

\textit{Table 1. Manual Article Classification Decisions per Corpus and Frame (Relative Frequencies).}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus country context (language)</th>
<th>UK (EN)</th>
<th>Spain (ES)</th>
<th>Germany (DE)</th>
<th>Sweden (SV)</th>
<th>Poland (PL)</th>
<th>Hungary (HU)</th>
<th>Romania (RO)</th>
<th>Total n Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Articles (n)</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>6475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frames (relative frequencies):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy &amp; budget</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor market</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least one of the frames</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Dictionary Creation}

We relied on the following methods to construct the multilingual dictionaries.

\textit{Keyword Preselection Strategies}

We followed two paths in building a basic stock of keywords for each migration frame. First, we selected keywords ($N = 687$, all English-language; see Table A4 in the Online Appendix at https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2df83f8dd43e08bf2b0da4bc901fe) from previously available keyword lists (here referred to as PAKL) with closely related categories (Albaugh, Sevenans, Soroka, & Loewen, 2013; Balaban,

\textsuperscript{8} The intercoder reliability test for manual content analysis included two parts. The first, where all seven coders classified 70 English (original language) articles (Krippendorff’s alphas: .71–.79). The second, where each native speaker manually coded 50 original-language articles. These coding decisions are then compared with the coding decisions of an English native speaker, who coded the machine-translated version of each of the 50 article sets (Krippendorff’s alphas: .64–.92; details in Table A3 of the Online Appendix at https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2df83f8dd43e08bf2b0da4bc901fe).
Meza, & Vincze, 2018; Greussing & Boomgaarden, 2017; Lawlor & Tolley, 2017). These PAKL-based keywords represent words that were mostly compiled via topic modeling and related to the measurement of the four frames in news articles. An important consideration was that the keywords were in English, mostly originally gathered for other country contexts (e.g., immigration in Canada in Lawlor & Tolley, 2017). Largely for these reasons, we collected additional keywords from the Comparative Manifesto Project (here referred to as CMP; Volkens et al., 2015), which contains text in the relevant seven languages and country-specific contexts. The CMP has been recommended and tested for the development of issue-specific dictionaries in multiple languages (Merz, Regel, & Lewandowski, 2016). We selected—individually for each language—all sentences from the CMP database annotated by trained CMP coders with codes relating to our frames of interest. Based on these sentences, we extracted the most frequent keywords (N = 8,800, together for all frames and all seven languages; see Table A5 in the Online Appendix at https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2df83f8dd43e08bf2b0da4bc901fe) to be used as keywords for our dictionaries.

**Keyword Translation**

We further relied on machine translation to transfer each keyword from the basic keyword stock (N = 9,487) in each of the six non-English languages. English was here used as the pivot (bridge) language. Hence, all non-English keywords from the basic keyword stock (N = 7,200) were machine translated into English. All English keywords (N = 9,487) were machine translated into ES, DE, SV, PL, HU, and RO. We ended up with 66,409 keywords (N = 9,487 per language).

**Keyword Evaluation**

Two manual evaluation steps were integrated to improve the precision of research instruments. First, one researcher revised the English version of all the keywords (N = 9,487) and decided whether they were useful to search for a specific frame or not (see the codebook at https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2df83f8dd43e08bf2b0da4bc901fe, pp. 7–8). Intercoder reliability was then assessed and deemed satisfactory.9 The decision made for the English version of a keyword was transferred to the equivalent keyword in all other languages. It was crucial to identify stop words. Other evaluation criteria were, for example, the “concept fit” and the “ambiguity of a keyword.” Only 1,985 English keywords, and thus the equivalent 1,985 keywords in all other languages, were positively evaluated within this first evaluation round. This large number of negatively evaluated keywords is related to the high frequency of stop words, which were not captured by the imperfect multilingual stop-word lists used to clean the retrieved CMP keywords (see Silva & Ribeiro, 2003), and may also have originated in concerns about the coder reliability of the CMP (e.g., Mikhaylov, Laver, & Benoit, 2012). Given the poor quality of the many initially gathered keywords,10 we decided to conduct all subsequent steps with only those keywords that passed this first researcher evaluation step.

---

9 Another researcher coded a subsample of 500 keywords from these N = 9,487 keywords. Intercoder reliability for these 500 coding decisions, coded by the two researchers, was then assessed (Krippendorff’s alpha = .83).
10 We tested entirely unevaluated keyword lists and obtained very poor overall performance scores, as these unevaluated dictionaries produce a hit in almost every article.
These keywords were further evaluated by six native speakers in their respective native languages. Native speakers were asked to identify keywords that were likely to majorly disturb the analysis—for example, due to translation errors (see the codebook at https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2df83f8dd43e08bf2b0da4bc901fe, pp. 9–10). For example, the English keyword “unions” was not translated in a way that referred to “workers’ unions” but to any other kind of union. Furthermore “patient” (e.g., in a hospital) was translated into the German adjective “geduldig” meaning “to be patient.” However, at this stage, the number of keywords classified as potentially inflating precision of measurement was rather small and similar across languages (ES: 8%, DE: 3%; SV: 2%, PL: 7%; HU: 6%; RO: 2% of \( N = 1,985 \) keywords per language).

For a better overview, keyword preselection, keyword translation, and keyword evaluation are sketched in Figure A1 of the Online Appendix (https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2df83f8dd43e08bf2b0da4bc901fe). The procedure is repeated for each of the four frames.

**Systematic Keyword List Creation**

Every individual keyword compiled during the dictionary construction is categorized. The categories refer to different keyword characteristics such as keyword preselection strategy (i.e., whether it originated from PAKL or CMP) and the decision made during the keyword evaluation procedures. We also kept track of the current language, its original language, and whether the keyword was machine translated or not. Another essential category is the respective frame to which a keyword is assigned.

This keyword categorization is the basis for the systematic creation of various keyword lists (= dictionaries). Each keyword list represents another possible combination of the keyword preselection, keyword translation, and keyword evaluation steps for all seven different languages and four different frames. For example, one keyword list includes only keywords that are supposed to measure the welfare frame, originate from CMP, are in Spanish, untranslated, and have been additionally evaluated by a native speaker. Given the number of combinations, we ended up with 776 keyword lists\(^\text{11}\) with distinct sets of keywords. As a final step in data cleaning, duplicate keywords were removed from each list.

**Dictionary Article Classification**

The previously created keyword lists were used to classify articles with regard to whether a frame was present (= 1) or not (= 0). As an important note, original language articles were classified applying all previously systematically created keyword lists that matched the respective language (i.e., the Spanish corpus was classified using each of the Spanish keyword lists individually); the machine translated English version of the articles were also classified using all English language keyword lists.

\(^{11}\text{That is, 194 per frame; see details in Table A6 of the Online Appendix (https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2df83f8dd43e08bf2b0da4bc901fe).}\)
In preparation for the classification, news article words (original language version and machine-translated English version) and dictionary keywords were converted to lowercase and were lemmatized using the R package Udpipe (Wijffels, 2018). Relying on the R package Stringr (Wickham, 2018), we then acquired the number of matches between article words and dictionary keywords per article. This number of matches, which represents the number of keywords found in an article when a keyword list is used as a query, is referred to as a dictionary hit (Hashimoto & Kurohashi, 2007). It is a manual decision to define how many hits are required to classify an article as belonging to a frame (= 1) or not (= 0). Although one hit is often defined as sufficient (e.g., Caviedes, 2015; Vicsek et al., 2008), some projects have also used three hits (McLaren, Boomgaarden, & Vliegenthart, 2017). Here, we tested the implications of three scenarios (i.e., required dictionary hits: one, two, and three), and thus recoded the number of hits obtained for all dictionary applications for three different definition scenarios.

**Evaluation of Dictionary Performance**

The coding decisions (based on three different hit scenarios) resulting from the application of different keyword lists were systematically compared with each other by contrasting them to the previously introduced manual classification decisions of native speakers, which we defined as the best possible benchmark. The agreement between the classification decision of a keyword list and a human coder was compared and evaluated through three measures: recall, precision, and F1 scores. We thus calculated recall, precision, and F1 scores for each of the applied keyword list in three different required hit scenarios, which resulted in 3,336 values for recall, precision, and F1 scores, respectively. These performance measures were subsequently modeled as the dependent variable (recall: $M = .80$, $SD = .26$; precision: $M = 0.32$, $SD = 0.19$; F1 scores: $M = 0.39$, $SD = 0.16$).

**Analysis Approach**

For the analysis of RQ1, we exclusively included data points for multilingual keyword lists applied to the multilingual untranslated text corpus (all Approach A, $N = 2,328$). To examine the contribution of different multilingual dictionary creation techniques across languages (RQ1), we ran an OLS regression, with recall, precision, and F1 scores as dependent variables and the characteristics of the applied keyword lists as the independent variables, while including the required number of dictionary hits, the language corpus, and the frame as dummy variables.

For the analysis of RQ2, comparing Approach A (i.e., working with multilingual keyword lists and a multilingual untranslated text corpus) with Approach B (i.e., working with monolingual keyword lists and a machine-translated corpus), we exclusively examined dictionary performance ($N = 3,168$) for the untranslated versus machine-translated versions of the Spanish, German, Swedish, Polish, Hungarian, and Romanian news articles. The UK text corpus was not part of this analysis, because the machine translation of the English corpus into English would, of course, have been meaningless.
Results

Best Performing Dictionaries

The aim of this study was not necessarily to develop the best performing dictionaries in each of the studied languages or refine each dictionary to the limit. Rather, the goal was to evaluate different intermediate steps and decisions that could be taken when constructing a multilingual dictionary. To ground the reader’s expectations about the final performance of our measures in this specific multilingual challenge, we show the F1 scores for the best performing dictionaries per news article corpus and frame (see Table 2).

| Table 2. Best and Worst Performance Scores (F1 Scores) of Dictionaries per Corpus and Frame. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Frame | UK | Spain | Germany | Sweden | Poland | Hungary | Romania |
| Economy & Budget | | | | | | | |
| Best | .52 | .44 | .59 | .46 | .31 | .25 | .63 |
| | (.38; .82) | (.31; .75) | (.48; .78) | (.34; .68) | (.19; .80) | (.16; .53) | (.61; .65) |
| Worst | .35 | .24 | .03 | .21 | .17 | 12 | .33 |
| | (.21; 1) | (.14; 1) | (.20; 02) | (.12; .99) | (.09; .99) | (.06; .98) | (.20; 1) |
| Labor Market | | | | | | | |
| Best | .69 | .61 | .70 | .66 | .71 | .55 | .67 |
| | (.61; .78) | (.60; .62) | (.67; .74) | (.79; .57) | (.68; .75) | (.58; .52) | (.60; .76) |
| Worst | .55 | .26 | .07 | .27 | .58 | .24 | .36 |
| | (.38; 1) | (.15; 1) | (.04; .93) | (.36; .22) | (.41; .99) | (1; .14) | (.22; 1) |
| Welfare | | | | | | | |
| Best | .57 | .47 | .72 | .43 | .46 | .32 | .46 |
| | (.45; .77) | (.40; .59) | (.71; .73) | (.31; .72) | (.34; .72) | (.21; .67) | (.37; .59) |
| Worst | .33 | .14 | .02 | .10 | .10 | .05 | .11 |
| | (.64; .22) | (.71; .08) | (.80; .01) | (.67; .05) | (.33; .06) | (.03; .22) | (.40; .07) |
| Security | | | | | | | |
| Best | .72 | .48 | .62 | .53 | .63 | .78 | .73 |
| | (.66; .80) | (.36; .71) | (.53; .74) | (.43; .69) | (.53; .78) | (.66; .95) | (.64; .85) |
| Worst | .56 | .24 | .05 | .33 | .43 | .61 | .24 |
| | (.39; .1) | (.27; .22) | (.67; .03) | (.32; .34) | (.27; .99) | (.44; .99) | (.70; .15) |

Note. Precision and recall measures between brackets. All performance scores are based on the same number of articles—that is, 925 per language. Table A7 in the Online Appendix (https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2df83f8dd43e08bf2b0da4bc901fe) provides additional information on the best dictionary applications.

For example, the security frame in Hungarian migration news coverage is the frame for which we eventually obtained a dictionary with the highest overall performance (F1 = .78). Applying this dictionary, 95% of all articles that were manually classified as security frame are recalled, and 66% of all recalled articles were manually classified as security frame.
Generally, F1 scores greater than .5 were achieved when measuring the labor market and the security frame in almost all seven language corpora; the economy and budget frame in the UK, German, and Romanian corpora; and the welfare frame in at least the UK and German corpora. We acknowledge the low performance for some frames/languages of our tested dictionaries, which will be further addressed in the Discussion.

The Contribution of Different Construction Strategies

Turning to the results, overall performance (F1 scores) is significantly influenced by keyword evaluation, whereas keyword translation and preselection strategy did not greatly affect results (see Table 3).\textsuperscript{12}

Native speakers’ native-language keyword evaluation, in addition to researchers’ keyword evaluation of the English keywords, turns out to be relevant to improve precision and overall dictionary performance (F1 scores).

Moreover, we found that the number of required dictionary hits matters. The expected patterns that an increasing number of required hits improves precision, but impairs recall, and vice versa, was observed for our case study across dictionaries for all frames and languages. Best overall performance (F1 scores) was achieved when one or two dictionary hits were defined as the threshold to classify whether an article belongs to a specific frame.

Finally, performance significantly depended on the language corpus and the frame (the concept to be measured with the respective instrument). Recall and overall performance were best for the English UK corpus, which is only natural given that the PAKL originally included only English-language keywords.

\textsuperscript{12} We ran several robustness checks for the models. When additionally controlling for dictionary length (i.e., the number of keywords per dictionary), the main conclusions remained the same. However, due to endogeneity concerns between keyword preselection and dictionary length, we decided not to include this variable in the main models. Furthermore, all models where run without the UK news article corpus and also separately for English-language keyword lists applied to the UK corpus only. The main conclusions remained robust.
Table 3. Influence of Dictionary Construction Strategies on Recall, Precision, and F1 Scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Model 1 Recall</th>
<th>Model 2 Precision</th>
<th>Model 3 F1 Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keyword preselection</strong> (Reference: PAKL only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMP only</td>
<td>0.33***</td>
<td>−0.23***</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAKL + CMP</td>
<td>0.38***</td>
<td>−0.25***</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keyword translation (Yes, applied)</strong></td>
<td>0.05***</td>
<td>−0.06***</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keyword evaluation</strong> (Not only researcher evaluation of English keyword version but also additionally native speaker evaluation)</td>
<td>−0.62***</td>
<td>0.46***</td>
<td>0.16***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Required dictionary hits</strong> (Reference: 1 Hit)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Hits</td>
<td>−0.15***</td>
<td>0.10***</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Hits</td>
<td>−0.25***</td>
<td>0.17***</td>
<td>−0.05**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corpus (Reference: UK)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>−0.10***</td>
<td>−0.23***</td>
<td>−0.38***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>−0.29***</td>
<td>0.09***</td>
<td>−0.35***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>−0.06**</td>
<td>−0.16***</td>
<td>−0.26***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>−0.09***</td>
<td>−0.15***</td>
<td>−0.27***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>−0.30***</td>
<td>−0.44***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>−0.14***</td>
<td>−0.08***</td>
<td>−0.25***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frame (Reference: Security frame)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy &amp; Budget</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>−0.48***</td>
<td>−0.54***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Market</td>
<td>−0.05**</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>−0.04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare</td>
<td>−0.27***</td>
<td>−0.19***</td>
<td>−0.49***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
<td>2,328</td>
<td>2,328</td>
<td>2,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>df</strong></td>
<td>2,276</td>
<td>2,276</td>
<td>2,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R²</strong></td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Estimates are standardized linear regression coefficients. The number of observations is composed via the different frames multiplied by the different languages (corpora), multiplied by preselection strategies, multiplied by keyword translation steps, multiplied by evaluation strategies, and multiplied by different required dictionary hit scenarios; see details in Table A6 of the Online Appendix (https://osf.io/86nkx/?view_only=2ea2dfb3f8dd43e08b2b0da4bc901fe). *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Comparing Approach A and Approach B

We start by contrasting the applications of all obtained multilingual language lists (N = 2,160) to the untranslated corpus (Approach A) versus the usage of all obtained English-language keyword lists (N = 1,008) to the machine-translated English corpus (Approach B).
In comparison to Approach A, Approach B leads to better recall ($\beta = .06, p < .001$), and to marginally significant lower precision values ($\beta = -.03, p < .1$); overall, Approach B appears to lead to significantly better measurements (F1 scores) across the six language corpora and the four frames ($\beta = .07, p < .001$). A possible explanation for this pattern is that the keywords included in a dictionary are more critical for valid concept measurement than the words in a text corpus, given their different role in the analysis. Machine translation errors have subsequently larger consequences if researchers translate the sensitive instrument (Approach A) rather than the corpus (Approach B).

These results are mirrored when the number of contrasting cases is limited to keyword lists from untranslated PAKL ($N = 144$) versus the machine-translated PAKL ($N = 144$). This finding may be informative for the frequently occurring situation in which an English-language keyword list is available, but there are no additional resources or language skills to preselect and refine additional keywords for multilingual applications. In this case, the results indicate that it is less beneficial to machine translate the available English dictionary into the language of the non-English text corpus (most simple version of Approach A). Rather, it is preferable to machine translate the text corpus to English, and subsequently apply the English-language dictionary (Approach B).

**Discussion**

We provided a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art in dictionary construction for automated text analysis and presented a much-needed outline for a systematic approach to the methodological advancement of multilingual computer-assisted content analysis for comparative communication science.

We focused specifically on multilingual dictionary construction, where research is still scarce, because most studies tend to focus on English-language countries or refrain from comparative analyses altogether. We presented a review of key steps for automated dictionary construction and outlined strategies for keyword preselection, keyword translation, and keyword evaluation. We could show that the dictionary creation and application techniques presented here, led to the creation of instruments with an F1 score above .5 for the measurement of the labor market and security frames in six different language corpora, and for the measurement of the economy and budget and welfare frames at least for some corpora (the UK, German, and partly the Romanian corpus). This result was notably achieved by the means of comparatively simple and inexpensive construction steps that require, apart from the annotation of the validation article sets and a simple keyword evaluation step, no further involvement of native speakers. It is important to note, however, that the best performing dictionaries were constructed using different approaches, and the individual best practice strategy per language and frame may not be read as a direct decision guideline for other dictionary construction projects.

---

13 We present standardized regression coefficients, standard errors, and significance level for the main independent variable of interest. The selection of additional independent variables (used as control variables in the multivariate regression analysis), their effect direction, and significance level were identical in the previously shown regression models (for reasons of space, refer to Table 3).
However, by contrasting the impact of different approaches, we can still formulate some cautionary suggestions that are aimed at helping other researchers on their journey toward multilingual dictionary construction. Taken together, it is beneficial for the performance of a dictionary to gather keywords from previously available dictionaries and/or from annotated multilingual text sources (here, CMP sentences) when available; to evaluate the English version of each keyword (i.e., all originally English-language keywords and the machine-translated equivalent of all original non-English keywords), a construction step easily applicable for any English language speaker; and to comparatively test different thresholds for the number of required hits.

Our results for the machine translation of keywords and corpora are in line with the assessments of other recent studies that perceive the combination of machine translation and automated text analysis as being useful for comparative research (e.g., de Vries, Schoonvelde, & Schumacher, 2018). We found that machine translations of keywords did not impair results and may thus be used for keyword translation on the "journey" toward creating a high-performing multilingual dictionary. Considering the findings for RQ2, if researchers lack the language skills or resources to further improve multilanguage dictionaries (e.g., additional efforts to account for country discourse-specific keywords, morphologic complexity), it is preferable to machine translate the corpus and apply English-language instruments (Approach B), compared with translating measurement instruments (dictionary) and applying the translation to the native corpus (Approach A).

Critically assessed, this study is limited to one topic and seven languages. Furthermore, the performance of many of the dictionaries tested here was less than ideal. This was true even for the most promising monolingual application case, the frame measurement in the English-language corpus with the arguably most perfect English keyword lists. Additional construction steps to further revise, refine, and extend keywords of multilingual dictionaries—and subsequently to improve performance measures—are thus needed and may include additional keyword preselection strategies (e.g., using JRC-EuroVoc, a multilingual thesaurus) and further collaboration with native speakers (via professional linguists or crowd coding). This will also provide the opportunity for improved comparisons between Approach A (i.e., working with multilingual keyword lists and a multilingual text corpus) and Approach B (i.e., working with monolingual keyword lists and a machine-translated corpus), which would involve adding more manual refinement/improvement steps for the multilingual dictionaries used in Approach A. Only then can the alleged benefits of a multilingual dictionary—such as its better consideration of language particularities and country-specific contexts—be fully developed and subjected to more thorough empirical tests.

To put the rather low performance scores for some frames into context, we would like to note that the dictionary’s performance was assessed through a comparison with human manual coding decisions, which represent a useful benchmark, but are themselves not free from error (e.g., visible in the acceptable, but still imperfect, intercoder reliability measures). We wish to take these results generally as an opportunity to repeatedly emphasize the importance of dictionary performance tests for valid automated concept measurement that is beyond chance. The low performance scores may also be read as a call to turn to other approaches for multilingual text analysis tasks. Although both supervised machine learning (Balahur & Turchi, 2014) and topic modeling (Lucas et al., 2015) are less transparent than dictionary approaches and
may require a sufficiently large annotated corpus (at least in the case of supervised machine learning), they could provide promising alternatives.

Generally, the constructed dictionaries are case specific and designed for an examination of the migration discourse in European media. Nevertheless, the strategies and techniques employed during the construction stage, the dictionary application approaches, evaluation procedures, and encountered challenges are not only informative but also draw attention to various issues and questions for other multilingual computer-assisted content analysis projects.
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